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     It was just a game, of course. But it was more than that, and everyone knew 

it. They were from the upscale part of town, and we were from the wrong side 

of the tracks. 

     Literally.

     North of the rail line.

     "Simon," I hissed at his back as he scrambled over the fence. "Be careful."

     "I'm fine, " his voice echoed from the other side.

     "I'm just saying..." I trailed off as I hightailed it over the fence. "If we get 

caught, he won't be pleased. This is my only shot here."

     "I know, Max. I know." He crouched down in the shadow of the hedge and 

pulled out his tablet, the screen lighting up his face.

     "Turn that down! They'll see!"

     "It's fine--you don't have to be so paranoid you know." He started up a 

couple of apps and left them running in the background before he pulled up 

the code key. "This is an easy one. Look."

     He shoved the tablet towards me even though I didn't really know what I 

was looking at. He was the hacker for a reason. I just led point. 

    And picked locks occaisionally.

     "What exactly am I looking at?"

     See--it's an easy code. A bi-pen fiver. Nothing I haven't handled before."

     I raised my eyebrows, but it was too dark for him to see. "Why don't you 

quite bragging and just shut down the system already?"

     "Fine." He tapped in a couple of codes, and before I knew it the mansion in 

front of us had gone silent. 

     Black.

     We were in. 
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     It was just a game of course. But it was more than that, and everyone knew it. 

They were from the upscale part of town and we were from the wrong side of the 

tracks.

  Literally.

     North of the rail line. 

      I told Natalia we shouldn't have come. She’d been begging me for days since 

she saw the advertisement on the square, but I knew if we were to show up, it 

wouldn’t look good on our part. They’d just think we were there to razz on them or 

worse--skiff their jewels. 

     The Southies were the rich kids. The ones who owned Porsches and went to 

black tie galas while we were just Northies--kids from the streets. I mean, it isn’t 

our fault Haven drew the line where it did when it came in and took over. But the 

new CoOp changed everything. We were the ones pushing buttons and digging in 

the dirt--literally. While really the Southies were the ones who had it all.      

     Benefited.

     They never had to lift a finger.

     “Natalia,” I hissed through my teeth, trying not to draw too much attention to us. I 

mean, apart from how we were dressed, they’d already know we were from the 

wrong side. 

     But the flyer said all. All were welcome.

     “What?” she hissed back. “I’m trying to listen.”

     Some Southie was up on a makeshift stage, preaching his way into our hearts. 

Or trying to anyway. His words sounded shallow, like he was just doing it for shits & 

giggles. But something about his face--his eyes--said otherwise.

     “Why don’t we just head back? You know they’ll kill us if they find us here.”

     “No, they can’t. The fine print said it was safe, everyone was welcome to hear 

out the rules.”

     “Fine.” I glanced back up at the kid speaking and he saw me. I caught the 

surprise in his eyes and then his smile. God--it was gorgeous. 

  What had we gotten ourselves into?


